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	The book is intended to provide a much deeper understanding of agile principles, methodologies, and practices to enable project managers to develop a more agile approach and understand how to blend and tailor agile and traditional principles, methodologies, and practices to create an appropriate balance of control and agility to fit a business environment as well as the risks and complexities of any individual project.  The book will also provide business managers and leaders an understanding of how to fit agile methodologies into an overall business strategy that provides the right balance of control and agility for their business.
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You Can Pass the CPA Exam: Get Motivated!John Wiley & Sons, 2005
Over the past twenty years, I have witnessed thousands of CPA candidates pass the Uniform
Certified Public Accountant’s (CPA) examination. Although there are many manuals
and courses that outline the CPA exam’s technical material, there is not much available to
help CPA candidates manage the entire preparation process....
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Business Law: The Ethical, Global, and E-Commerce EnvironmentMcGraw-Hill, 2018

	This is the 17th UCC Edition (and the twenty-second overall edition) of a business law text that first appeared in 1935. Throughout its 80 years of existence, this book has been a leader and an innovator in the fields of business law and the legal environment of business. One reason for the book’s success is its clear and comprehensive...
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Understanding Records: A Field Guide To Recording PracticeBloomsbury Reference, 2010

	Recording Practice is musical practice, a technical but artistic affair. Understanding Records explains the musical language of Recording Practice in a way that any interested reader can understand. Drawing on readily available hit records produced since 1945, each section of this book explains a handful of core production and engineering...
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Essential App Engine: Building High-Performance Java Apps with Google App Engine (Developer's Library)Addison Wesley, 2011


	A single hype is not enough to change the world. But multiple hypes together can

	change it as long as they are part of a bigger trend.





	This book discusses more than one hyped technology: cloud computing, NoSQL, and

	HTML5. The technologies in this book combine well with other hyped technologies:

	functional...
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Using Your First PC (Cliffs Notes)Cliffs Notes, 1999
The shrinking price of a home computer made you run out and buy one. But how do you use it? This guide takes the fear and frustration out of getting your PC up and running, without a lot of technical mumbo-jumbo. Computers are supposed to make life less complicated, and Cliff's shows you how in clear, easy-to-follow language and exercises....
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JBoss Portal Server DevelopmentPackt Publishing, 2009
Enterprises need more than just basic services; they need value-creating entities, which are crucial for running a successful business. Portals offer tremendous value to enterprises, and JBoss Portal Server is a popular, feature-rich open-source server that provides a standards-compliant platform for hosting functionality that serves the diverse...
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